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Introduction
Version 1.3.28 of the AASHTOWare® PavementTM ME Design software (ME Design), replaces all 
previously issued versions of the AASHTO’s pavement design software, called ME Design, issued in 
support of AASHTO’s Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide, Interim Edition: A Manual of 
Practice.  Version 1.3.28 has \ rebranded the software using the latest software naming and graphics 
standards issued by AASHTO.  In addition, this version has improved upon ME Design release 1.1.32 by 
addressing a number of user identified bugs logged into the Mantis bug tracking system as well as by 
implementing certain technical enhancements.  

The following sections of this report identify the specific issues that have been addressed in this version 
of the software (including bugs and enhancements) and make a note of outstanding issues that will be 
addressed in the future.  For the outstanding issues, interim workarounds, where available, are 
provided.  Finally, instructions on how to upgrade to this version of the software are also included in this 
document.

2 Issues Resolved
This section will details the issues resolved in build 1.3.28 since the previous build (ME Design v. 1.1.32 
dated 02/16/2012) was released.

Mantis ID Issue Correction to Software

0002773 MEPDG converter not installing 
properly

Renamed the converter back to proper 
name. (Was changed during 
rebranding).

0002772 Running the MS Excel report with a 
sensitivity run gives a warning error in 
Excel about parsing reflective cracking 
for summary.

The warning was not affecting the 
generation of the output report. It was 
more information. Removed warning. 
In the specific example tested, no 
reflective cracking file was generated, 
therefore the file could not be parsed. 
Working as expected.

        
0002770

Several of the database deletes not 
working for PCC material and individual 
traffic components.

Fixed and verified all of the database 
deletes. Error was primarily in INNER 
JOIN of controlobject and MEDesign 
objects.

0002769 My user specified zero stress 
temperature input gets switched to 

This error has been verified as fixed.
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internally calculated.

0002767 SI version of the software is not 
correctly handling existing CRCP 
punchouts.

Modified input into CRCP initialization 
file to take punchouts/km instead of 
punchouts/mile. Added the per mile 
and per kilometer to the interface 
range and interface.

0002766 A small discrepancy in deep ground 
temperatures before and after save for 
flexible projects.  The deep ground 
temperature changes slightly before 
and after run and re-save.

The program was calculating climate 
summary on run (and saving back to 
the project). New Flexible pavements 
were being calculated from pavement 
construction date in the interface and 
from base construction date in the 
analysis. The latter is correct. The 
problem was that for some inputs, it 
was using the earlier (and incorrectly 
calculated) summary. Solution was to 
move the climate summary earlier in 
the intermediate file creation. Now 
identical climate files always report and 
run with the same values.

0002765 The optimization page does not check 
for disallowed layer thicknesses.

Fixed. There was a bug for all absolute 
minima. It has been corrected.

0002745 Modulus.exe sometimes does not 
converge at Level 1 inputs

The program failed because the 
modulus program could not achieve 
optimization of the sigmoidal function. 
Both dynamic modulus and binder DSR 
data was reviewed independently using 
an Excel spreadsheet. The review 
indicates that the binder viscosity 
relationship and mix E* data are not in 
sync to create a smooth master curve. 

Added exit code error check. Updated 
the modulus.exe program to version 2. 
Validated the check in the US 
Customary version.. 
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Issue was fixed and tested.

0002744 Remember if user is logged into 
database

Program remembers last login state. 
Program does not save password.

0002743 The new ME Design XML Validation 
page missing link

Page has been updated and link is 
present.

0002742 Replace Advance Search box with one 
that is simpler to use, with the same 
functionality that works properly.

A new advanced search box has been 
added to fix several issue in the old 
search including.

1.) Improperly sorted properties.
2.) Missing properties.
3.) Errors joining to ObjectControl 
table.
4.) Susceptibility to SQL inject attacks.

New box fixes the above issues.

0002741 Add And/Or check box to new advance 
search dialog

Improved advance search now handles 
both AND and OR. Added check box 
with the following label.

The Advanced Search Dialog performs 
and AND for each Datagrid Row. To 
perform an OR between rows check 
this box.

0002740 Warning on very large factorial 
sensitivity sizes.  Actually calculate the 
size available and prohibit if sensitivity 
can not run.

Added warning on all factorial runs for 
sensitivity.

0002739 When clicking on main menu need to 
activate form before menu will fire.

Added check mouse position on 
activate. Menu now never takes more 
than one mouse click.

0002738 The description of some default objects 
still contain ME Design

Changed Description from "ME Design
Default ..." to "Default ..." to confirm 
with all other descriptions.

0002737 When we insert project as Component 
it adds unseen objects

The program was inserting a 
JPCPObject, AsphaltObject and 
CRCPObject (design objects) for
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programs when adding as components. 
Modified so only the active design is 
added as a component.

0002736 Advanced search from TreeNode 
different functionality than Menu Select

Modified the advanced search to open 
up the Select dialog box.

0002735 Change Performance Criteria Thermal 
Fracture AC thermal fracture -> AC 
thermal cracking (m/km)

Thermal Fracture replace with AC 
thermal cracking throughout the 
program.

0002734 Database Selecting Queries "Invalid 
column name" appears when 
attempting to search for specific 
queries: 
to list but a few:

Traffic -> revisionNumber
Traffic -> hasLocked
Traffic -> approverDate

Added an inner join so as to be able to 
connect to identifiers. Also add single 
quotes to the where clause to allow the 
selecting of strings.

0002733 Using right click close from the tree 
menu causes crash

Added break to right menu close loop 
so it does not keep trying to delete. 
Error expressed itself in the interface 
as a exception that could be continue 
through.

0002732 SI Version asphalt binder defaults to 
AC 20.  Need to edit the SI default 
asphalt to remove binder entry.

SI version now defaults to requiring 
user to enter binder grade. When user 
opens dialog the software defaults to 
superpave 64-22.

0002731 When inserting Climate into database it 
says Material Successfully 
Inserted…Should say...

Climate data successfully inserted.

Modified the message box to say

Climate data successfully inserted.

0002730 Analysis incomplete The problem is that the user is saving 
the project to a network drive which 
the execution manager, which runs the 
analysis, does not have permissions to 
write to.

1.) Solution is to run the 
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ExecutionManager services with 
credentials that have permission to 
write to the network folder.

2.) Other solution is to save the project 
to the machine on which ME Design is 
installed.

0002727 x32 Oracle Implementation Changed the existing database to 
match its mssql counterpart, which 
involved adding columns, tables and 
fixing naming errors. The new oracle 
database no longer requires the Oracle 
Patch 1 and 2. Also involved making 
several changes to the code to properly 
fetch, update and insert the data.

0002726 Incorrect password on the database 
login says account not found

Changed message to:

"Username/Password combination is 
incorrect"

0002725 On Import of climate Data the Climate 
Station is not overwritten

Now force close and reopen of the 
Climate form which ensures all of the 
data on the page is properly refreshed. 
This changeto the user.

0002724 Inserting in database as non-
Administrator

Fixed it so non-admins can't insert into 
database,

Recommend not displaying Insert, 
Delete and Administrator tools to non-
admins.

0002722 Update Apads Fixed percent of reflective cracks 
calculation to accurately predict this 
type of distress when local coefficients 
c and d are entered.

Fixed existing damage calculation when
local bottom up cracking coefficients
are entered.

Fixed AC damaged modulus calculation 
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when local bottom-up cracking 
coefficients are entered.

Fixed alligator cracking calculation in 
existing AC layers when local 
calibration coefficients are entered.

0002721 Project will not run if traffic is not 
green.

Using default traffic will cause the 
program to not run.

Sets all traffic status to red. Make user 
load files.

Future work: Load all traffic attributes 
on new.

0002720 MEPDG to ME Design file conversion 
error

Error was opening files with extra 
period in file name. ME-Design opens 
project with periods properly on 
Windows 7.

0002719 Error in initial cracking for JPCP 
restoration

Error in initial cracking (the difference 
between % slab cracked before and 
after restoration)for JPCP restoration 
with local calibration coefficients.

Fixed
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0002718 Error in alligator cracking calculation in 
existing AC layers

Source of the Error:
The current approach uses two-step 
process to calculate reflection cracking 
from the existing AC layer. 
First step: The program uses AC 
overlay thickness to calculate the 
bottom-up damage in the existing AC 
layer.
Second step: The program again uses 
AC overlay thickness to calculate 
reflection cracking (this is correct).

Resolution:
Use the existing AC thickness in the 
first step instead of AC overlay 
thickness. The second step remains 
same. 
First step: Use existing AC thickness to 
calculate the bottom-up damage in the 
existing AC layer.
Second step: Use AC overlay thickness 
to calculate reflection cracking.

0002717 Error in calculation of AC damaged 
modulus

Source of the Error:
Current MEPDG approach assumes the 
damage-based model of existing AC 
damaged modulus (no dependency 
from local cracking calibration 
coefficients).

Resolution:
Replace the damage-based model to 
estimate damaged modulus with 
cracking-based model.

0002716 Error in Level 3 AC rehab Source of the Error:
For existing AC layer, ME DesignME 
Design currently uses hardcoded initial 
damage values from the Table. The 
steps are: Pavement rating to Initial 
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damage to Initial cracking.

Resolution:
Update APADS with initial damage 
adjustment for local calibration for 
Level 3 rehab inputs. This is a two-step 
process: 

First step: Pavement rating to Initial 
damage to Initial cracking (use Global 
Calibration Damage vs. Cracking plot)

Second step: Initial cracking to Initial 
damage (use Local Calibration Damage 
vs. Cracking plot).

0002715 Error in AC overlay reflection cracking Source of the Error:
ME Design currently uses additional 
assumption: 
When post-overlay age t = 1 + 
1.5HOL, the percent of reflection 
cracking is forced to 100% (note: this 
is not percent lane area). 

Resolution:
Remove the additional assumption 
from the sigmoidal model.

0002714 Error received upon opening program

"Error creating FormLogin.object 
reference not set to an instance of an 
object".

Issue was fixed and tested.  This issue 
was related to form resizing getting an 
unhandled exception.

0002710 Warnings out of range is not working 
for SI

Fixed interface file for metric to give 
proper warning. Tested by opening a 
new project using SI.

0002709 Error in Traffic axle load distribution This error has been converted to a 
warning for Axle load distributions. 
Allows run with warnings.
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0002708 Error in Climate file Did considerable improvement to 
import of climate. Currently unable to 
reproduce error.

0002704 Error in thermal cracking plot Issue was fixed and tested.

0002702 Error during installing procces Issue was originally related to 
troubleshooting item number 2. That 
issue was solved and the client ran into 
an issue with loading solar 
radiation.dat. This is indicative of a 
non-english operating system. The user 
changed their language to English and 
this solved the problem.

0002692 Unable to complete simulation and 
generate report

User is using a non-english operating 
system. The operating system does not 
recognize delimeters in input files 
correctly. Recommended to client to 
change OS regional settings to US-
English. This should resolve their issue.

0002689 Software doesn't seem to run when 
using the "AC over JPCP" or "AC over 
CRCP" options.

No action required.  No issue.

0002681 ME Design Help- Screenshot for the 
Sandwich Granular Layer Inputs

Fixed

0002680 Sandwich Granular Layer- Inputs Yes. The thermal conductivity and heat 
capacity are used for temperature 
(curling, frost, etc.) calculations in the 
program. The default values are as 
designed.

0002673 Corrupted weather station data files This issue has been resolved. Please 
download the newest weather station 
files HCD, HCD_SI, station.dat for US 
Customary from the ME Design
website.

0002672 Violation of PRIMARY KEY constraint 
'PK_Users' Cannot insert duplicate key 
in object dbo.USERS.

The database works in TEST. We had 
not copied it into PROD yet.
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0002671 Cannot run problem and fail to 
generate output PDF report

There is a known issue with non-
English versions of Windows concerning 
regional settings. (commas treated as 
periods, periods treated as commas, 
particularly in numbers).

A work around for some Windows 
installations, change region settings to 
reverse the period/comma issue with 
numbers. Change to US English in 
regional settings.

0002669 JPCP defaults to widened slab at 12' In the case of "widened= false" 
program always uses slab width value 
equal 12'

If "widened = true" user has the choice 
to use the same default value (12') or 
assign real value for his project.

0002668 Calibration Files Location The problem is files that write to the 
installation directory. The primary 
culprit is the calibration files (set under 
Global Calibration). Figure out where 
these calibration_current files are. 
Redirect them to the My ME Design 
directory. When a user starts the 
program, make sure the 
calibration_current.  I fixed this bug in 
Nov. 14, 2012.

0002662 Change the default binder grade "AC-
20" to "PG64-22".

Default binder grade was changed to 
PG64-22

0002661 Error in initial IRI in the output report Report now shows initial IRI instead of 
the first months IRI.

0002658 Correct the label "Compond" traffic Label is corrected

0002657 Change the error criteria for Traffic 
Axle Load Distribution

This error has been converted to a 
warning for Axle load distributions. 
Allows run with warnings.

0002656 Error in AC rehab Issue with reflection cracking is fixed.
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No changed required for rutting.

0002655 Error in Traffic capacity cap Modified the multiplier to 2 for when 
multiple lanes.

Add modifier for missing traffic light 
correction.

0002654 Add a warning message or text for 
existing AC thickness & mill thickness

Changed the descriptor of milled 
thickness as requested. The change to 
Asphalt thickness would be exceedingly 
difficult because a single description is 
used for all thickness. A special asphalt 
property (only for rehab) would be 
required and add unnecessary 
complexity to future code. This warning 
should be prominently displayed in the 
help manual (and perhaps in the 
output report.).

0002653 Error in future AADTT calculations 
(linear)

The program is working as designed. 
This issue is important for a Life Cycle 
Cost Analysis (LCCA), where 
pavements are selected for an overall 
cost optimization from a date certain. 
This feature will be added when a LCCA 
module is added to Pavement ME.

Work around:

Adjust the growth rate for the 
subsequent pavement analyses. In the 
given example, reduce the growth rate 
by (8000/15200)*3% = 1.578% 
starting in year 30 from a base of 
15,200.

0002649 Minimum elastic modulus for CTB layer 
is not working

Issue was fixed and tested

0002643 Frost and swelling protection 25 mm is definitely not enough for 
frost and soil swelling protection. The 
ME DesignME Design software does not 
currently make predictions on frost 
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heave, but does output the maximum 
frost penetration by month in the 
output report.

0002642 Effectiveness of base layer The models are working as designed.

0002641 Requires a thicker AC layer for bedrock The stress and strains predicted by the 
ME Design are linear elastic and for 
some asphalt thickness give counter-
intuitive results. This usually is the 
result of the location of the neutral axis 
in the asphalt layers. The neutral axis 
in the asphalt layers is dependent on 
support from subgrade/bedrock.  
Models are working as intended.

0002640 Effectiveness of subgrade support Working as intended.

0002637 Error in cement stabilized layer Deleting of cement stabilized layer now 
works properly.

0002636 Nebraska weather station files are 
missing

Generated all NCDC stations from 
March 1, 2006 until December 31, 
2012. Only include data for stations 
that where monthly complete. This 
includes several NE stations.

0002634 Water Table has no effect on calculated 
distresses

The water table depth has marginal 
impact on silty/clayey soils is marginal 
but present. The effect occurs due to 
the use of Thornthwaite moisture index 
method for base moisture calculations.

0002626 Error in virtual weather staion Actually two separate errors.

1.) The error is caused by a corrupt 
HCD file (error in parsing date). 
Obviously unable to fix corrupted file 
(other than fix the specific HCD with an 
error), but have added proper error 
checking so the file does not hang. 
Date with error appears in output 
window.

2.) Some of the SI file elevations got 
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mixed with the US Customary. Updated 
HCD on the website November 2012.

0002625 Cannot save Global calibration xml files Calibration constants now save to the 
users Roaming AppData directory. No 
change required in installer. The 
program first looks for the calibration 
in the AppData. If not found it looks for 
the calibration file in the installation 
directory. This was done to be 
backwards compatible with existing ME 
Design versions.

0002620 Intermediate files not being deleted There was a bug in that the program 
was always deleting temporary files. 
That is now fixed. The list of files that 
are deleted are in temporaryfiles.txt 
file in the default directory.

0002618 Darwin will not convert MEPDG file Original solution was missing climate 
data.  Adding climate data fixed the 
issue.

0002617 Error in resilient modulus of the 
subgrade plot for AC over JPCP

The Excel report was generating 
incorrectly when a non-AC layer 
appeared within the AC sublayer 
modulii. A check has been made to 
align the non-AC layers properly.

Checked AC-JPCP-AC
Checked AC-JPCP-GB
Checked AC-CRCP-AC
Checked AC-CRCP-GB

0002616 Malfunction to calculate specific gravity 
of granular or subgrade

No action required

0002612 ME Design is unable to connect to our 
Oracle Database on Windows 7.

Anyone wishing to use Oracle with ME 
DesignME Design on a x64 bit machine 
can do so by using the x32 bit 
installation of Oracle. Allowing 
compatibility with x64 Oracle requires a 
x64 release of ME Design.
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0002608 JPCP Sensitivity Issue The program is working as designed. 
The reason for the reported bug is that 
the software starts by running a the 
minimum subset and increments from 
there. Only a limit number of plots are 
plotted, therefore it looks like the 
minimums are being used.

After further consultation, we removed
the plot for the factorial runs.

0002607 Sensitivity Output Report Summary chart for factorials no longer 
available. (Duplicate 0002608)

0002606 When the number of punchouts is set 
to a value other than 0, the program 
fails to output a pdf file/ Error message 
'Input string was not in a correct 
format'"

Error fixed

0002603 The TTC descriptions in ME Design do 
not match table Table 2.4.4. in Chapter 
2 (Traffic) of the MEPDG. 

For example, TTC 11 in Table 2.4.4 is 
described as a "major multi-trailer 
turck route" and TTC 11 in ME Design
is described as "mixed truck traffic with 
a higher % of single-trailer trucks".

The actual vehicle/truck distribution 
appears to be the same for the TTC 
groups, and the discrepancy is just the 
description.

Please refer to "Table 2.4.6: Definitions 
and descriptions for the TTC groups". 
TTC 11 is "mixed truck traffic with a 
higher % of single-trailer trucks". – No 
change required.

0002602 Saving projects to database User’s database was not up to date. 
Provided him with the newest version 
of the database and things went 
smoothly.

0002601 Erroneous total cracking when changed 
AC overlay thickness

In this project was considered 2 layers 
AC overlay with slip condition between 
new AC layers.
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In this case upper overlay (OL1) layer 
is working in very hard condition.

Also in the case of OL1 thickness less 
than 1.5 in number of DARWin defined 
sublayers is only 2 and jumping to 3 
after reaching 1.5 in.

Due to this reasons quality of solution 
in the case of very thin unbonded OL1

is not sufficient.

My suggestion is to use in the case of 
multilayer unbonded overlay MEPDG 
recommendation about minimum 
thickness of OL 1 equal 2 inches.  – No 
change required

0002600 Fail to generate output PDF report If you will try to run flexible projects 
created before Version 1.18 release 
you need to visit Project calibration 
setting and correct BS1 coefficients.

0002599 Cement stabilized base is converted to 
sandwich granular base when opening 
a *.dgp file

Errors in Version 1.1 in the MEPDG 
make it so the cement stabilized and 
sandwich granular cannot be imported 
properly.

0002598 Error message after selecting a 
weather station

The error is caused by a corrupt HCD 
file (error in parsing date). Obviously 
unable to fix corrupted file (other than 
fix the specific HCD with an error), but 
have added proper error checking so 
the file does not hang. Date with error 
appears in output window.

0002597 ME Design closes a project even when 
you click cancel

On Yes. Project saves.
On No. Project closes without save and 
Exit occurs.
On Cancel. Program Exit is canceled.

0002596 Climate Station Error The error is caused by a corrupt HCD 
file (error in parsing date). Obviously 
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unable to fix corrupted file (other than 
fix the specific HCD with an error), but 
have added proper error checking so 
the file does not hang. Date with error 
appears in output window.

0002595 Add error check for Backcalculation Added error checking to back 
calculation. The error check is 
performed when the back calculation 
screen is closed, when the project is 
saved or before creation of back 
calculation projects. Pavement will not 
create a back calculation project with 
errors.

0002594 Installation Failure

Installation is being attempted in a lab 
environment with 15 machines. An 
administrative install is performed and 
the license is then activated. When the 
student account is used to run the 
installed software the application shows 
a box and says it is "configuring ME 
Design". It then moves to another box 
which says "installing ME Design". It 
then fails to find the ME Design.msi file 
(which was originally installed from a 
thumb drive) and rolls back the 
process. Ultimately, the student cannot 
launch the software.

After speaking with Jess Robinson at 
Iowa State, it was decided that to 
temporarily work around the problem, 
each machine in the lab would be given 
a local administrator account. The 
installation and license activation would 
then occur under this account and then 
the account would have its 
administrative rights removed and be 

Enhancements for the version after 1.3 
will include support for Citrix which 
should allow Roaming Profiles.  New 
educational license approach would 
help alleviate this issue.
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maintained as a local user. Students 
will use this account to sign in and 
launch the software. Jess is in the 
process of testing this approach.

As this approach is not ideal for lab 
environments, we'd like to find a way 
to get the software to work with 
Roaming user profiles (which we 
believe to be the cause of the issue).

0002592 Add error check for missing level one 
creep compliance data

Now marks as red if creep compliance 
matrix is incomplete.

0002591 Add a warning message for existing 
construction date for overlays

Changed default year between new and 
existing to 1 year +. Add warning (not 
error if difference is less than year.

0002590 Change the title "Total Cracking" for 
New HMA in Excel report

As the reflective cracking is an input on 
the New Flexible page, the Excel report 
has a column to show reflective 
cracking. If the project has a CTB this 
column will show non-zero inputs.

0002589 Depth of GWTmissing in output report Depth of GWT added to pdf and Excel 
reports.

0002578 Citrix Implementation causes exception 
to be thrown during program load.

Issue resolved. – See MANTIS for 
details.

0002577 PDF Report Generation Crash The new Telerik dll's (Q1 2012) were 
updated in ME Design. The program 
however (for some reason) was not set 
to build the "ReportLibrary" project. 
This caused the program to reference 
the old Telerik dll's and caused the 
application to crash. After updating the 
project build, the PDF file generates 
correctly.

0002576 Cumulative Axle Load 100% 

As a result of the fix related to Mantis 

This error has been converted to a 
warning for Axle load distributions.
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ID 0002426 that forces ME Design to 
check for a sum of 100 in the traffic 
data, I am now getting errors since 
INDOT's traffic data has all zero values 
for some of the monthly totals.

I am able to "trick" the software by 
doing the following: 1) Enter all project 
inputs to a point where only a "zero 
total" error shows, 2) Save and exit the 
project AND ME Design, 3) Reopen and 
click "Run". This allows the project to 
successfully run before it recognizes 
the error.

0002575 Not deleting temporary files from 
sensitivity projects folders

Intermediate files are now deleted 
when Sensitivity Analysis is complete.

0002574 Installer encounters error During installation on non-English 
operating systems, the installer 
encounters an Error 1001, usually
followed by non-English debugging 
information.

Upon researching the issue, the 
problem seems to be caused by the 
program looking for an 
"Administrators" and "Everyone" 
groups during the installation process. 
However, on non-English operating 
systems, these groups are labelled with 
their non-English counterparts. This 
causes the application installation to 
fail.

To work around this issue, create a 
group called "Administrators" and 
"Everyone" and assign them the same 
rights as their respective non-English 
counterparts. Then re-install the 
application.
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0002572 Cannot create a Virtual Weather 
Station.

The error is caused by a corrupt HCD 
file (error in parsing date). Obviously 
unable to fix corrupted file (other than 
fix the specific HCD with an error), but 
have added proper error checking so 
the file does not hang. Date with error 
appears in output window.

0002571 Cannot open Help file when click the 
"Help" icon or "F1"

Issue resolved.

0002570 Unexpected Results for Flexible design 
with Chemically Stabilized Layer and 
Sandwiched Granular Layer

Sandwich layer was fixed in version 
1.1.32 (build 12.20.2011).

Issue was fixed and tested

0002568 Error: Unable to cast object of type 
'LogicNP.CryptoLicensing.ActivationPSF' 
to type 'System.String'.

We have not heard back from the 
client. Have been unable to reproduce 
the error.

0002566 Minimum Resilient Modulus for 
Chemically Stabilized Layer

Minimum modulus wasn't saving 
properly.

Issue was fixed and tested

0002565 Cannot input PCC elastic modulus in 
Level 3 inputs

Unable to reproduce error.
Tried setting different text heights.
Tried different screen positions.
Tried different docking options.
Tried different applications sizes.

Made screen 20 px taller which might 
fix problem.

0002558 Average Spacing of Long Axles must 
not exceed 20 feet

Changed maximum to 20 feet and 6 
meters. Verified on new JPCP.

0002550 Report generation is not working Had a teleconference and webex with 
Richard Nillson (client) in Sweden. 
During the webex session we 
determined the issue was related to 
the ExecutionManagerService 
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permissions. The EMS was not running 
the .NET compiled code using local 
machine permissions.

This issue may be related to the 
Swedish version of Windows 7 64-bit. 

The agency also had fairly restrictive 
anti-virus software which gave some 
trouble during the initial installation of 
the software. However, those issues 
seemed to be resolved through the 
agency's IT department.

0002545 Importing MEPDG Ver 1.1 file in ME 
Design

MEPDG level 1 traffic inputs were 
incorrect.  Translator cannot import 
NaN or #DIV/0 – No change required.

0002532 Trying to Create a Virtual Weather 
Station

The error is caused by a corrupt HCD 
file (error in parsing date). Obviously 
unable to fix corrupted file (other than 
fix the specific HCD with an error), but 
have added proper error checking so 
the file does not hang. Date with error 
appears in output window.

0002491 Excel Output is not generated Updated to new Telerik reporting tools 
with new Excel generation code. As we 
were unable to reproduce error on 
testing machines have to assume that 
version 1.2 will fix the problem.

0002489 Excel Report is not generated Updated to new Telerik reporting tools 
with new Excel generation code. As we 
were unable to reproduce error on 
testing machines have to assume that 
version 1.2 will fix the problem.

0002486 Get an unhandled error when trying to 
open help icon

Duplicate issue has already been 
resolved in new release

0002485 Unable to create virtual climate station The error is caused by a corrupt HCD 
file (error in parsing date). Obviously 
unable to fix corrupted file (other than 
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fix the specific HCD with an error), but 
have added proper error checking so 
the file does not hang. Date with error 
appears in output window.

0002484 AC rutting predicted to be higher than 
total rutting

Added error check on gradation/sieve. 
At least one value for percent passing 
required for a sieve 1 inch (25mm) or 
larger

0002471 PCC Overlays: Effect of Changing PCC 
Zero-Stress Temperature

Set temperature was being calculated 
correctly by monthly averages. It was 
being displayed in the output report 
incorrectly. The ability to set a user 
defined set temperature was not 
working.

New functionality. Calculated set 
temperatures calculating and reporting 
properly for both JPCP and CRCP.

User defined set temperatures now 
working and reporting properly.

0002470 PCC Overlays: Effect of Changing "PCC 
Zero-Stress Temperature"

Resolved and closed.

0002469 Effect of Changing PCC Zero-Stress 
Temperature - PCC OVERLAYS

Duplicate.

0002468 Effect of Changing PCC Zero-Stress 
Temperature - PCC OVERLAYS

Duplicate again

0002455 Add DRIP to tools DRIP is added to tools.

0002454 MEPDG projects yield different results 
when same inputs are used in ME 
Design

For this type of design (JPCP/JPCP 
unbonded) MEPDG set of calibretion 
coefficient for faulting was corrected in 
ME Design. No change required.

0002450 JPCP Restoration generating short PCC 
modulus file

Added proper check for JPCP 
restoration and validated it worked.

The project doesn't run if traffic open 
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date is 6 months or older than the 
pavement construction date.

Fixed in version 1.1.32
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3 Outstanding Issues
This section will detail known existing issues in this release of the software and any workarounds 
available for those issues.

Mantis ID Issue Known Workarounds

0002679 Sandwich Granular Layer-
Stabilized versus non-
stabilized materials

N/A – Help Document Change

0002674 Water Table has no effect on 
calculated distresses

Ran factorials of HMA 
projects with different base 
and subgrade materials for 
two values of WT depth - 5 ft 
and 60 ft.

Impact of WT depth on 
distresses was marginal for 
all types of soil.

The procedure for adjusting 
based/subgrade moduli based 
on input TMI and ground water 
table should be re-examined in 
the procedure.  This issue will be 
brought to the AASHTO ME 
Design Task Force’s attention.

0002670 Level 1 Creep Compliance 
Temperatures

Low, Mid, and High 
Temperature levels are fixed 
(-4F, 14F, 32F) for Level 1 
creep compliance inputs. In 
MN, XX-34 binders are 
required for all new 
construction. According to 
AASHTO T322, this requires 
creep compliance at different 
test temperatures (-22F, -
4F, -14F).

This request is outside the 
scope of minor modifications 
to the Pavement ME Design 
maintenance. It is under 
review for future upgrades.
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*Edit* (-22F, -4F, 14F) for 
XX -34 binders. AASHTO 
T322 11.1

4 FAQ
0002456 - Special Axle Configuration

I am trying to run an analysis using "Special Axle Configuration", but I can't find this option within the 
software. Is "Special Axle Configuration" still available in ME Design?

Special axle configuration is currently disabled. It is planned to be enabled in the ME Design version 
released in the Summer 2013.

ME Design seems to be installed and working fine until the user tries to analyze a pavement section 
and gets the following message in the output box. “…Unable to start due to execution fault.”

The user needs to access the local services on their machine, locate the 
ExecutionManagerWindowsService and restart it.  They then need to restart ME Design.  That should 
resolve the issue.

I am using AASHTO ME Design Version 1.1 Build 1.1.32. It gives an error (Figure 1) when I make one of 
the rows of classes in axle load distribution (Single, Tandem, Tridem and Quad) equal to zero. Further 
software does not allow to run the project before fixing this error. I think it should be a warning 
message instead of a compulsory requirement to run the project, as it is not necessary that all classes 
has to be present in a axle load distribution. This problem was not present in the previous version of 
ME Design (Version 1.0.18).

Enter axle load distribution “100” instead of “0” at the lowest weight level (see blue highlighted cell in 
the attached screenshot). This is a temporary solution. It will be fixed in the next release.

5 Upgrading
To upgrade to the newest version of the software, users will need to uninstall the current version and 
then reinstall the new version of the software on their machines.  They will be required to input their 
validation key and license code after the program is installed and run.  Users using a network based 
license will be required to input the license service URL as well.  The new version of the software can be 
downloaded at http://www.me-design.com.
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6 Contact information
If you have any questions regarding these release notes, or regarding the ME Design software, please 
contact the ME Design Support Team at:

The ME Design Support Team
Email:    ME Designdesign@ara.com
Phone: 1-877-500-3496
Monday through Friday
8:00am – 5:00pm CST


